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In this paper we examine the role of mode coupling in nonequilibrium granular flow 
systems and derive mode coupling equations for equal-time multi-linear correlation functions 
in general nonequilibrium systems. By applying N-ordering analysis and projection operator 
techniques, the hierarchy of equations obtained is simplified which permits the equal-time 
multilinear averages to be calculated systematically. The linear and equal-time bilinear 
nonequilibrium correlation functions are calculated explicitly for a steady-state system 
characterized by a small linear shear flow and uniform number and internal energy densities. 

1. Introduction 

In this paper we examine the importance of mode coupling [l] in nonequilib- 
rium systems and investigate the properties of equal-time correlations of 
multilinear densities in steady-state granular systems. In recent years, there has 
been intense study of the transport properties of granular fluid systems 
composed of sand or glass beads. Most of these studies have been semi- 
phenomenological and involve the concept of the coefficient of restitution, 
which is a measure of the inelasticity of collisions among the granular particles 
composing the fluid. As examples of these studies, we mention the analytical 
treatments of Jenkins et al. [2] and the simulations by Walton et al. [3]. The 
inelasticity is essential for the treatment of these systems and for comparisons 
with experimental data [4]. 

The paper is organized as follows: Using ideas developed to describe 
Brownian motion dynamics [5], in section 2 we obtain a generalized Fokker- 
Planck equation for the distribution function of the translational degrees of 
freedom of the granular system and thereby derive an effective time-displace- 
ment operator which determines the time evolution of the distribution 
function. In section 3 we construct a mode coupling theory for a general system 
whose dynamics are determined by a time-displacement operator 0 by 
considering a generalization of the local equilibrium distribution to describe the 
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nonequilibrium state which independently constrains all the moments of the 

hydrodynamic variables. Using the N-ordering scheme developed in earlier 

work [6,7], the infinite hierarchy of mode coupling equations for the moments 

of the hydrodynamic variables in the nonequilibrium system is truncated and 

an equation is obtained which permits the generalized thermodynamic forces 

4’“‘(t) of the generalized local equilibrium distribution to be calculated 

systematically to leading N order and leading wavevector. These forces, in 

turn, allow the calculation of the leading wavevector and N order dependence 

of the equal-time correlations of the multilinear moments of the hydrodynamic 

variables. In section 4 we rederive the mode coupling equations for equal-time 

multilinear correlations in nonequilibrium systems following an alternative 

approach which gives insight into the space and time dependent nonequilib- 

rium averages. In section 5, using the effective time-displacement operator 0 

derived in section 2, we analyze the mode coupling equations for a granular 

flow system. Finally, in section 6 we examine the mode coupling expressions 

for bilinear variables and calculate equal-time correlation functions for a 

nonequilibrium steady-state granular flow system which is characterized by 

linear shear flow and uniform number and internal energy densities. 

We expect the mode coupling equations we will derive to apply to granular 

systems since energy flows unidirectionally from the translational degrees of 

freedom into internal modes of the particles in the collisions between granular 

particles. Each granular particle contains many molecules and internal modes 

which can be modelled as a bath with an internal temperature, T, which 

essentially remains in equilibrium throughout collisions. Note that when the 

translational temperature is T, the center of mass velocities of the particles are 

essentially zero. 

2. The granular flow model and generalized Fokker-Planck equations 

The granular system consists of N identical spherical particles whose center 

of mass coordinates and momenta are denoted by rN and pN respectively, 

where rN and pN are 3N-dimensional vectors with components rj and pi with 

j=l . > 
We will 

N. Each of the N granular particles contains many internal modes. 

denote the internal coordinates of particle j by the vector g,, and the 

internal momenta of particle j by m,. We assume that the number of internal 

momenta and coordinates of each particle is sufficiently large and the 

interactions among them sufficiently strong that their distribution function is of 

equilibrium form. We denote the phase point for the translational degrees of 

freedom by X, = (rN, p”) and the phase point for the internal degrees of 

freedom by Xi = (eN, ST”). 
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The Hamiltonian for the granular flow system can be written as 

H(Xt> xj> = Ht(xt> + Hj(x,> + 4(xt, xi) 7 (2.1) 

where H, is the Hamiltonian for the isolated translational degrees of freedom, 
Hi is the Hamiltonian for the isolated internal degrees of freedom and C$ 
describes the interactions between the translational and internal degrees of 
freedom. The Hamiltonian H, has the form 

N. N 
f&(X,) = y + U(rN) ) (2.2) 

where m is the mass of the granular particle and U can be written as a sum of 
two-body short-ranged potentials, 

WN) = 5 c W,) , 
i=l I>i 

where rij = Iri - $1. The Hamiltonian Hi is of the form 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

The interaction term 4 can be written as a sum of two-body terms, each of 
which depends on the distance between the center of mass of a pair of particles 
and on the internal coordinates of that pair, 

4Cxt, xi) = ,g 2. +CrijT 5i, S,> . (2.5) 

We assume that 4 is short-ranged and decays to zero for ri, > V, where u 
represents the range of interaction, which we expect to be of the order of the 
diameter of a particle. 

The Liouvillian operator for the system can be written as 

L = L, + L, + L, , 

where 

N 

Li = -~‘V~~ + V,,V.V,, , 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
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and 

L, =VrN~*V*N+Vpqb'V?r'v. (2.8) 

The Liouville operator L determines the dynamics of the total distribution 

function p(X,, Xi, t) of the granular flow system, 

P(t) = LPN . (2.9) 

We shall use a projection operator technique [8] to obtain an equation of 

motion for the reduced distribution function of the translational degrees of 

freedom W(X, , t), where 

(2.10) 

At total equilibrium, the distribution functions are 

e-BH, e-PH, ,-P+ 

Pe = 
4 ’ 

and 

we = 
e-PHr $ ui e-Pff, e-P+ 

4 
> 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

where 

q = I dx, dXi epPHt e-OH1 empQ, 

p = (&T)-l, and T is the equilibrium temperature of the overall system. It 

will be useful to introduce the equilibrium distribution function for the isolated 

internal degrees of freedom, 

e-PH, 

and define the potential of mean force, CO(/), by 

exp[ -pw(r”)] = 1 dXi pi empl = (e-“) O 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

Following standard projection operator techniques [9], we find that 
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W(t) = ( - $ .V,N + V,N(U + w) .V,N + n, + 0,) W(t) 

= OW(t) ) 

where 

and 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

with 

(2.18) 

Eq. (2.15) defines the effective time-displacement operator 0 for the granular 
flow distribution function W(t). The operator 0 is not a first order differential 
operator nor is it Hermitian (or anti-Hermitian). In later sections we shall 
apply projection operator techniques to eq. (2.15) to obtain dynamical 
equations for nonequilibrium averages of densities of the system. Kawasaki 
[lo] has considered similar situations in a recent paper. 

It can be shown that any arbitrary function G(X,, t) of the translational 
phase space X, = (rN, p”) obeys the generalized Langevin equation, 

G(X,, t) = KG(t) + O+G(X,, t) , (2.19) 

where 

(2.20) 

and 
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KG(t) E --e-(l-“)L’(l _ @),7G , 

with @B = (B) i. Note that due to the terms proportional to 0, in 0, 

0 # - 0’. It will prove to be convenient to introduce the reduced momentum 

p,: =pj - mu(rj) (2.21) 

and the reduced momentum density 

P+(r)=: pJG(r-r,). (2.22) 
I 

We then find that 

P(r) = P’(r) + mu(r) N(r) ) 

E(r) = E+(r) + V(F) -P+(r) + $m’(r) N(r) , (2.23) 

where the dynamical variable E+(r) is the internal energy density of the 
system. 

The nonlinear operator fl, operating on A( yields 

f12tA(r1 Mr2)1 = [f&AG-, )lA(rd + 4, > [%4(r,)l+ fiXA A(r2)1 y 
(2.24) 

where 

fli[A(r1) A(r2)1 3 F zj jk 1 Y ’ k’jk : [(VP, -VpklA(rl) <VP, -Vpk)A(r2)I . 

(2.25) 

Explicit evaluation of the 0; terms reveals that 

MN@,) M-d1 = 0 > 

‘;[p+(rl)p+(r2)1 = 26(r, - r2) 7 kTj ?I;.,&&&-; - rl) 

- %52(r,2) i,,f,,W,) W2) > 

R;[P+(r,) E+(r,)] = 26(r, - r2) F kTj z iIk?jk * P,TG(rj - rl) 
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(2.26) 

It is important to note that the terms due to the nonlinearity of the operator 0 
involving 0; yield short-ranged functions of r12 = Ir, - r,l when operating on 

A@,) A(4 

3. The mode coupling formalism 

In this section, we construct the formal mode coupling formalism for a 
general system which will enable us to calculate the leading wavevector 
dependence of multilinear equal-time correlations of the hydrodynamic den- 
sities. We shall generalize the projection operator methods of Levine and 
Oppenheim [ll] to construct the formalism. We therefore define a special set of 
variables A(r, X,) = A(r) to be a vector whose components are the number 
density N(r), the energy density E(r) and the momentum density P(r). We shall 
denote the average of an arbitrary function G(r) of the phase point X, over the 
grand canonical equilibrium distribution WC by 

(G(r)) -1 dx, W,G(r) , (3.1) 

and the nonequilibrium average of G(r) by 

G(t) = j- dX, G(X,) W(t) , (34 

where W(t) is the reduced distribution for the translational degrees of freedom 
(see eq. (2.10)). W e now define the local equilibrium distribution function “l(t) 
to be 

exd+(‘)(r, 9 * 441 W,(4) 
a1(f) E s dX, W,(X,) exp[+(‘)(r, t) *A(r)] ’ 

(3.3) 

where the * product notation implies an integration over the repeated spatial 
argument r as well as a vector product, 
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r$(‘)(r, r) *A(r) = 7 j- dr &‘)(r, t) A,(r) (3.4) 

The +L”(T, t) are chosen such that 

A(r)(r) = j- dX, A(r) W(t) = j. dX, A(r) wl(t) = (A(r)), , (3.5) 

where ( ), denotes the average over the local equilibrium distribution 

function al(t). It follows from eq. (3.5) that the exact values of the nonequilib- 

rium averages of the special variables in A(r) at any time t can be obtained 

from averaging these variables over the local equilibrium distribution function 

c,(t), and the +Y’(T, t) can be considered as Lagrange multipliers which fix the 

averages of the densities in A(r) at each point in space r, at time t. Explicitly, 

the forces +(I)@, t) conjugate to the hydrodynamic variables in A(r) are given 

by 

where p(r, t) = [K, T(r, t)] ~‘, p(r, t) and U(T, t) are local quantities. We can 

rewrite the local equilibrium distribution function in eq. (3.3) by substituting 

(3.6) into (3.3) to obtain 

Cl (t) = 
1 

N!.r3NzL exp [ - 1 dr P(r, t) [E(r) - u(r, t) * W - cpk, f> N(r)]) , 

(3.7) 

where 

cp(r, t) = /.L(r, t) - +?(r, t) (3.8) 

and St_ is a normalization constant. Using the internal momentum and energy 

densities, we may rewrite (3.7) as 

A(r) * +(‘)(r, t) = -1 dr [E+(r) p(r, t) - N(r) P(r, t) P(r, t)] 

We now define the multilinear basis set Q for the nonequilibrium system to 

be 
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etc., where Ki,k) = ( Q,Q,) L. For simplicity for notation we have suppressed 
the spatial arguments of the Qi in eq. (3.9). Here * implies an integration of 
repeated spatial arguments over the volume of the system and a sum over 
hydrodynamic labels of the repeated multilinear variables subject to the 
restriction that each multilinear variable is counted only once [6]. The 
subtraction in eq. (3.9) are included to insure that 

which implies that the components of Q are orthogonal in mode order. It 
should be noted that the basis set Q is time dependent due to the averages over 
the local equilibrium distribution function vi(t). 

We now define the generalized local equilibrium distribution function g(t) to 
be 

e’*‘W 
a(t) = e 

(e’*“) ’ 
(3.10) 

where the notation C#J * Q with no explicit mode order subscripts denotes 

+*Q= 5 /-dr,-.d5,#n)(r1,.. . ,‘n,t)-Qk,, . . . ,r,J. (3.11) 
n=l J 

The generalized thermodynamic forces 4(m) are chosen order 
that 

Q,<r,, . . . ,rn>(t> = I dxt W(t)&, = I tit Q,+) = (Q,>, : 

by order such 

(3.12) 
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where ( ), indicates the average over the distribution function a(t). It follows 
from eq. (3.12) that the nonequilibrium average of the basis set Q at any time r 
can be obtained by averaging Q over the generalized local equilibrium 
distribution function (T(L). The generalized thermodynamic forces +‘“‘(t) can 
be considered as Lagrange multipliers which fix the averages of the multilinear 
densities Q at time t. 

Since it is often the case that the reduced nonequilibrium distribution 
functions are intermediate-ranged functions of their relative spatial variables, 
we shall postulate that the generalized thermodynamic forces are intermediate- 
ranged functions of their relative spatial arguments so that 

(b(“)(r,, . . . ) rn, t) = @“‘(R, r12, . . . > rln, t> 

+‘“‘(R , r12, . . , rln, t)-+O for lrlr I > l , 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

where R = (rl + . . . + rn)ln is the center of mass coordinate, rlL = r, - ri are 
the relative coordinates of +‘“‘, and 5 is some intermediate distance charac- 
terizing the range of the relative arguments of +(“‘. We expect that 5 is larger 
than the equilibrium and local equilibrium correlation lengths which we 
represent by a but smaller than hydrodynamic lengths. Yv’e shall demonstrate 
that this postulate is consistent with the values of +(“I obtained for hydro- 
dynamic systems linearly removed from equilibrium by a constant shear flow. 
We expect the R dependence of the c#J(‘*’ to extend over the whole volume of 
the system since c#J(~) just refers to the local values of thermodynamic 
properties, such as the temperature, which are defined over the entire system. 

To construct a tractable formalism for the evaluation of equal-time correla- 
tions in nonequilibrium systems, we shall apply the N-ordering expansion 
developed previously for equilibrium systems [6,7] to local equilibrium correla- 
tion functions. When calculating N orders, each equilibrium cumulant is 
assigned a factor of N. 

A cumulant ((AL(k) aL(k’))) ,_ with respect to the local equilibrium dis- 
tribution is defined as 
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where the prime on the sum over I and m indicates that I + m > 0, (( >> denotes 

a cumulant with respect to the equilibrium ensemble, and C,, is some counting 
factor. After taking the functional derivatives and setting A to zero, we obtain 

x 4’%71) * . .4+zt) . (3.16) 

Now ((z&(k) &(k’) &(ql)*. . * a ,j q[) * )) - O(N) by assignment, and transla- 
tional invariance requires that y[ = k + k’ - q, - .* 1 - qr_l, so we find that 
each term in the expansion of (( A,(k)a.k’)). is of order N times a coefficient 
of order 

X exp[iq, . (R, -R,)] * . . exp[iq,_, * (It_, -R,)] exp[-i(k + k’) *R,] 

=+ dR4”“(R)exp[-i(k+k’).R]-O(l), 
I 

(3.17) 

and hence we conclude that 

(b&J4 h(k’)h - OW) . (3.18) 

Following similar lines of argument [12], it can be shown that in fact all 
cumulants with respect to the local equilibrium distribution are of the same 
order as the cumulants with respect to the equilibrium distribution, and 
therefore we will designate each local equilibrium cumulant as order N. 

Furthermore, since 

j- dr’ A(r’) - cjdl)(r’, t) = j- dr’ A(r’) - +(‘)(r, t) 

+ dr’ A(r’) - [@‘)(rr, t) - c)d’)(r, t)] , (3.19) 

we may write the local equilibrium average of a multilinear density as 

@&I) &(4), = GL@-1) &@&I@~ 4 

r 

+ 
J 

dr’ (AL(rl) ii. A&‘)), - [4(‘)(rr, t) - c$“‘(R, t)] + * * * , 

(3.20) 
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where R = +(r, + Q), 

(&W &(r2hJ!C 6 = 
(aL(rl> AL(r2) expW#-J(‘)R t>l) 

(exp[A -4”‘R t>l) ’ 
(3.21) 

and A = j dr A(r). The correlation function in the second term on the right 
hand side of eq. (3.20) is zero for (r’ - RI > a, where a is the local equilibrium 
correlation length, so the overall term is of order (u/L)~ - (ak)2 4 1, where L 

is the length scale on which +“‘(R, t) varies. Thus, to a very good approxi- 
mation, 

where (a JR + 3r12) aL(R - +r12)) H(R, t) indicates the average of the bilinear 

product a,(,,) a.(r,) over the homogeneous distribution function in which 

the thermodynamic forces c$(‘)(r’, t) are evaluated at the center of mass 
coordinate of the multilinear densities R. Note that in Fourier space this 
implies 

(&(~+$Uo+)*), 

= G%.(q) &(4)*)&Y t) 
V + WW2) > (3.23) 

where q is the wavevector corresponding to the relative spatial variable r12 and 
k is the wavevector corresponding to the center of mass coordinate R. Note 
that unlike the equilibrium correlation function which is obtained from eq. 
(3.23) by setting @‘l’(t) = 0, the local equilibrium average depends on k. By 
expanding (3.23) in a Taylor series around the equilibrium average, we see that 

GL(q + $1 &(q - M*)l_ = ml) &7>*) %,o 
+ I dRe’~.~(~(q)a(g)*a).911~‘t) + . . . ) 

which demonstrates that the k dependence arises through terms like 

I 
dR e’k’R+(‘)(R, r) 

(3.24) 

As in the case of equilibrium correlation functions, the local equilibrium 
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averages may be expanded in terms of its cumulants. For example, the 
bilinear-bilinear correlation function (Q,Q,) L may be written as 

(Q2kv2) Q2(r3, r4h_ = @&d &(r3)),&(r2) &h>h_ 
+ ( aL(rl) a L(r4)) .( A ,(r2) a Jr3)) L + additional terms . (3.25) 

In Fourier space, the first two terms of eq. (3.25) are of order N2 whereas the 
additional correction terms are of order N. Due to the homogeneous nature of 
the local equilibrium averages in hydrodynamic systems, we expect that the 
unfactored (Q,Q,), depends on the center of mass coordinate R = f(rl + . - * 

+ r4) only through the thermodynamic forces c#J”‘(R, t) which appear in the 
homogeneous distribution function. Similarly, the linear-linear correlation 
function ( aL(rl) a,(r,)) L depends on R, = +(rl + r3) only through the 
thermodynamic forces 4”‘(R,, t). 

We now define the a,(t) generalized local equilibrium distribution function to 
be 

W exp(C’,,, Q,4'"') 
q(t) = e 

h&=, Q,.4'a')) ’ 
(3.26) 

and define (B), = J dX, B(X,) a/(t). Note that the local equilibrium distribu- 
tion is just a,(t) with I = 1. It was established in eq. (3.12) that (Q,), =e,(t), 
but since (Q,), involves all orders (;Y of multilinear densities Q, and general- 
ized forces #I ‘*j(t), it is clear that the equation of motion for the nonequilib- 
rium averages of the Q are coupled in an infinite hierarchy of equations. The 
N-ordering scheme may be applied to (Q,), to simplify this hierarchy and 
make the formalism tractable. 

We have already established that local equilibrium cumulants are of order N, 

(AWL_ = bWh--O(N)~ (3.27) 

We can expand the average of A(k) over the I = 2 local equilibrium distribution 
in terms of a series of local equilibrium averages to obtain 

(A(k)), = (A(k)), + (A(k)Q,),*~(*)+3(a,<k> Q2Q2h,:~(2)O(2) 

+ o(c$‘2’3) . 

The term linearly proportional to c$(*) vanishes by definition of Q2, and the 
next term is of leading N order, 
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$AT~ 2 (a,(k) Q2(i, i’)* Q,(L l’)*),:&‘“‘(j, i’) +‘2’(b 1’) 
1.1’ !,I’ 

-j&c (AL@> A,(i)* AL@ -i>*),t~,(9~,(9*), 
1.1 

x 4"'( j, -I) +‘“‘(l k -j) > 

-5; rb”‘(j, -Orb’2’(kk-j) 

N2 =- cl V4 j,l 
dr, . . . dr, +(2)(r1, r2) dic2)(r,, r4) 

xexp[i(j*r,-1.r,+/*r,+(k-j)*r4)]. (3.28) 

Now by hypothesis +(2)(r,, r2) = +1’2’(R, r12), where J1’2’(R, rr2) is a inter- 
mediate-ranged function of r,2. Changing to center of mass and relative 
variables and summing over j - 1 gives 

$2, dR dR’ dr,, dr,, S(R - R’) exp[ik * ( +r34 -I R)] 
I+1 

X exp[i(+r12 + r34) * (j + 1)] +I”‘@, r12) *“)(R’, rY4) . (3.29) 

Now, r12 and rx4 are restricted such that (r121, 1rx4( < 5 by the intermediate- 
ranged nature of e(2), and since k,$G 1 for all k 6 K,, we see that 

exp(+ik .r34) = exp[+i( j + I). (r12 + r34)] = 1 , (3.30) 

and hence eq. (3.29) is approximately of N order, 

N2 
KC 

-7 
V I I dq dR dr,, dr,, e ik.R+'2)(R,r12) t+b'2)(R,r34) 

0 

To obtain the N order of (3.31), we have used the facts that 

I dR J1(2)(R,r12) +'2)(R,r34)eik'R - O(V) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 
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and 

dr,, +‘*‘(R, rr2) - t3 - 0( 1) (3.33) 

Since M/N = (KCo3 is small away from critical points, this term is negligible 
compared to the O(N) term, (A(k)).. 

Strictly speaking, unlike the factorization of equilibrium correlation func- 
tions, the factorization of local equilibrium correlation functions in wavevector 
space is not accompanied by a delta function between wavevectors since 
averages over the homogeneous distribution function depend on the center of 
mass coordinate of the dynamical variables. This dependence on the center of 
mass coordinate prevents the selection of different N orders of a local 
equilibrium correlation function by wavevector manipulation since each cumul- 
ant in the N order expansion of the correlation function is no longer 
accompanied by a wavevector equality. However, it is shown in the appendix 
that the additional sums that exist for the local equilibrium factorizations do 
not change the overall N order. Henceforth, for simplicity of analysis, when 
calculating N orders we will assume that factoring a local equilibrium correla- 
tion function is accompanied by a delta function in wavevector space. 

Analysis of the higher order terms in 4(*) proceeds similarly and reveals that 
all the higher order terms in +‘2) are also of leading order N (M/N), so we 
may conclude that 

(A(k)),= cAc~,i~[l+O(~)]~ (3.34) 

In general, it is found that 

(A(k)) I = (A(k)) L + corrections , (3.35) 

where the correction terms are of the general form 

(3.36) 

in which there are a total number of IZ = I, + 1, + . . . Q,‘s with i 2 2 and 
m = 21, + 31, + f . . total number of wavevector sums. Thus there are IZ center 
of mass wavevectors and m - n relative wavevectors. After the correlation 
function is factored to obtain the leading N order term (O(N”‘*) if m is even 
or 0 (N”-l’* ) if m is odd), there are only +rn sums left over the 4(E”s since 
each cumulant factor has an approximate delta function in wavevector space 
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associated with it due to translational invariance. Now IZ - 1 sums may be 

carried out over the center of mass wavevectors to give n - 1 delta functions 

among the center of mass coordinates, and eq. (3.36) then is of leading order 

(assuming m is even), 

which is of leading order, 

Since m - 2n > I, + 21, + * . . 2 0, we finally obtain the fundamental result 

(A(k)), = (A(%_ [I + o(s)] . (3.38) 

This analysis can be generalized to establish the extremely useful fact that for 

all 121, 

by demonstrating that 

M n(/,+12+...-l)+l 

iN N i 1 cN $ , 
( ) 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

since at least one of the Zi 3 1. Note that eq. (3.39) implies that to leading 

order in MIN. 

(3.41) 

so that the equation of motion for Q,(t) involves only the multilinear densities 

e, and generalized thermodynamic forces 4’“‘(t) up to (Y = 1. Thus the 

generalized forces e’“‘(t) can be solved for systematically order by order which 

thereby permits the equal-time moments to be calculated. 
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The nonequilibrium averages e,(t) evolve to leading order in M/N according 
to the equation 

@%t> a(Q > -=+=Jdxt(~Q,)+(~)l. 
at 

(3.42) 

where, for 12 1, 

aQr SQ, -= 
at &p(‘)(t) 

* p(t) , 

The functional derivative SQ, IS+ (I) can be written as a sum of Q, with m = 0, 
1 , . ’ * > I- 1, so that 

@L(t) SQI SQI 

Scp’(t) = Scp(t) ’ 

where 

Since (Q,Q,) L = 0 for I > m by construction, 

( s;‘f)‘;r) Qm + Q, 
SQ, 

SqP’(t) 
+ Q,Q,iiL 

> 
= 0. 

L 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

However, 8Q,li%$“‘(t) may b e written as a sum of Q,‘s with r = 0, 1, . . . , 
m - 1, and since (Q,Q,) L = 0, we conclude that to leading N order and 12 1 

SQI 
&p’(t) = 

sQ’ Qti)L*KI,‘l-‘*Q.,, , 
&p(t) 

where [&I = [ml = )I1 - 1. Since 

i ,$& Q,)= = -(QIQmaL>L 

=(ALAL),-. . (ii,ii,), + O(N'-') , 

we find that to leading N order 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 
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dQll -=o, 
at 

aQ1 -= -(a,a,), . tp(t) , at 

aQ2 

and in general for 12 3 

9= -Qt_,(&&)L-@"(t). (3.49) 

Similarly, we obtain for aa,(t)lat 

(3.48) 

aa, 0) - = a,(t)& - p(t) ) at 

aa; 
-==At)[&*i”‘(t)+(Q~- (Q,),)*@“(t) at 

- p(t) * (ALAL)JL * p(t)][ 1 + cl($)] ) (3.50) 

and for 123 

ad4 
- = 4) at ( n$j <Q, - (Q,),) * b’“‘(t) 

-is h”‘(t) * (&&),(Q,-, - <Q,-A-,> * 4’“‘(t) 

- p(t) * (a,a,),a, * p(t))[l + 0 ($)] (3.51) 

Combining eqs. (3.48), (3.49), (3.50) and (3.51), we finally get 

- 
aQ1(t) o PC 

at ’ 

*= (&&),* p’(t) ) 

aZ(t) 
~ = (Q,&>, * +“‘(t> + (Q,(Q, - (Q2)2))2 * bc2’(t) at 

- b”‘(t) * (&&),(Q,ii,), * 4”‘(t) + O(N ($)) , (3.52) 
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and for 1~ 3 

+= ai1 (Q,<Q, - (Q,),>>,* b’“‘@> 

- i @“(t> * @,&>,((Q,-, - (Qn-A-,>Qt>t * +‘“‘(4 
n=3 

- h(‘)(t)* (alaL)L(Qral)r*~‘2’(t) 

- (Q,-,>,(&&>,* @“W + +($)) . (3.53) 

Eqs. (3.52) and (3.53) are the fundamental equations which determine equal- 
time correlations in nonequilibrium systems. 

We now define the projection operator P?“(t) by 

(3.54) 

where Ki;’ = ( QiQj) f. It is easily verified that 9 ‘(t) projects the distribution 
IV(t) onto the generalized local equilibrium distribution function CT(~) , 

9 +(t) W(t) = (T(t) ) 

since for all n 

- 
Q,(t) = (Q,Qo>t . 

Furthermore, it is easily established [ll] that 9 ‘(t) is the Hermitian adjoint of 
the projection operator P(t), where P(t) is defined by 

m 

sP(t)B= c (BQ,),*Kf$‘*QA, 
n,ri=o 

so that for arbitrary functions F and G of the phase space X,, 

j- dX, F[LP(t) G] = 1 dX, [P+(t) F] G . 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 

We are interested in obtaining nonlinear equations of motion for the 
nonequilibrium averages Q(t) of our Q basis set. By construction, for all i, 

p(t) Qi = Qi 7 (3.57) 
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and hence 

(3.58) 

since ag(t)lat may be written as a(t) times a linear combination of the Qi's. 
Now 

aWt> 
9 ‘(4 at Eact) [ c (j&?$Q,))*K::-‘*Q,1 ’ 

n,A=O 

but since 

we can conclude from eq. (3.58) that 

aw(t> 
cP+(t)T= 

au(t) am(t) 
cP+(t)T=T. 

(3.59) 

(3.60) 

(3.61) 

If we define X(t) to be 

x(t) = [l -- 9 +(t)]w(t) = 22 t(t) W(t) = W(t) - a(t) ) (3.62) 

so that W(t) = 9 ‘(t)W(t) + % ‘(t)W(t) = m(t) + x(t), then from eq. (3.61) and 

the fact that 

aWt> 
W(t) = at = OW) 9 

we obtain 

a44 
- = P+(t) OW(t) = P+(t) O[o-(t) + x(t)] . at 

Now w(t) = OW(t) = P+(t) OW(t) + 9+(t) OW(t), so 

ax(t) am 
-= W(t)- at 

at 
- = 22 ‘(t) OW(t) = 22 +(t) Oa(t) + 9 +(t) Ox(t) 

(3.63) 

(3.64) 

The formal solution of eq. (3.64) is 
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x(O) 

+ j-dT,;+exp(j- da 2 ‘(a) 0)]_9_ ‘(7) Oa(7) , 

0 7 

(3.65) 

where T, is the time ordering operator. If we insert (3.65) in eq. (3.63), we 
obtain 

- = 9 ‘(t) 00(t) + P’(t) 0 i d7 [T, exp W) 
at 

(j- du 22 ‘(u) 0)].9 t(~) O@(T) 

+9t(t)O[T+exp(_/d~L2t(n)O)]~(0). (3.66) 
0 

Now using the fact that r(t) = (Q,),, we see that 

Wt) * @“(t) a(t) + Q, yj- . 

Defining e,(t) by 

aQ,(t> SQ, 7%) = at - 
scp”‘(t> 

* p(t) ) (3.67) 

we obtain from eq. (3.66) 

i(t) = 1 dX, Q,.!P ‘(t) Oo(t) + ~(0) term 

+\dX,Q$“(f)O~d~[T+exp(/d~9’(o)O)19’(~)0~(+ 
0 7 

(3.68) 

It should be noted that since 

Wt) dXQ,,= 
I 

aW> 
dXQ,,= 

I dX QoW> , 

we see that 
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We shall assume that any slowly varying process of the system is an analytic 
function of the hydrodynamic densities which compose the set A, and hence 
for any arbitrary dynamical variables B(r,) and C(r,), we expect 

(3.69) 

for times longer than the timescale for nonhydrodynamic processes. We may 
rewrite the X(O) term of eq. (3.68) as 

f 

= [ dX, x(O) [T- exp( 1 do o’~(~))o.D,] , (3.70) 

which we expect to decay to zero for t a~,,, since all the slowly varying 
components of OtQ, have been removed by the projection operator l- 
P’(o) = Z!!(u). 

Now since l dX, Q,P ‘(t)B(r) = J dX, B(r)Q,, for times longer than T,,, we 
may rewrite eq. (3.68) as 

d,(t) = 1 dxt Qt[Wt)l 

+~dX,Q~O~d~[I”+exp(/d~r%‘(~)O)]~’(~)O~(r) 
0 T 

= dX, (o+Q,)@) + dK (O+Q,) I I 

x 1 d7 [T, exp( 1 da Z?‘(a) O)]S! ‘(7) OU(T) , (3.71) 
0 T 

where 0’ is given by eq. (2.20). Note that (a, + 0:)B = p/m Cj Ck+j xkB and 
hence 

(3.72) 
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Since 22 +OU(~) = [2?(r) @(~)]fl(r), 

Oa(7) = q(r) U(T) 3 

we may rewrite eq. (3.71) as 

where $(r) is defined by 

577 

(3.73) 

It turns out there is a lot of flexibility in the definition of the projection 
operator P(t) which appears in eq. (3.74). If we designate the complete basis 
set of multilinear hydrodynamic densities by C (it can be the basis set Q), we 
can write the projection operator P(t) acting on an arbitrary density D as 

Y(t)D = (DC),* (CC),‘*C. (3.75) 

If we take the functional derivative of (3.75) with respect to the generalized 
forces 4(t) which appear in (3.75) through the distribution function a(t), we 
obtain 

rr:&7 ‘= (DCQ),*(CC),'*C 

-(DC),*(CC),‘*(CCQ),*(CC),‘*C 

=((D-(DC),*(CC),‘*C)CQ),*(CC),l*C 

=({[1-~(~)]D}CQ),*(CC),'*C, (3.76) 

where the prime on the functional derivative denotes the restriction that the 
derivative with respect to the 4(t) operates only on the distribution function 
c+(t). However, we may rewrite CQ as a sum of C, since C is a complete basis 
set, which implies that 

(3.77) 

since ({[l - P(t)]D}C,), =0 by construction. Thus we conclude that the 
projection 9(t) D does not depend on the generalized forces which appear 
through the distribution function, and hence 

P(t) D = PL(t) D , (3.78) 
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where P,(t) D represents the projection operator defined with respect to the 

local equilibrium distribution oI(t). 

Furthermore, if we assume that the set A of hydrodynamic densities contains 

all the slow variables of the system which vary on a hydrodynamic timescale r,, 

which is long compared to the relaxation time T,,, of the other translational 

variable, we may approximate eq. (3.74) as 

z(t) = (O'Q,), + j- dT ([G,(T) O’Q,l %(f) +(t)), + o(z) ) 

0 

(3.79) 

where 

GJT) = exp[.Z&(t)O ‘r] 2L(t) . 

Eq. (3.79).may be simplified to leading order in M/N so that the equation of 

motion for a(z) involves only the Q, and +cm’ up to m = 1. The Euler term 

(0 ‘Q,) f can be written as (0 ‘Q,) ( plus correction terms of the form 

(3.80) 

O+(Q,Q,> = (O+QdQ, + Q,(O+Q,) + fJ;<Q,Q,> > 

where ~~(Q,Q,) is defined by 

As was shown in eq. (2.26) of the previous section, explicit evaluation of 

L$( Q,(rl) Q 1 (r2)) yields a short-ranged function of y12 which vanishes for 

I4 = r12 > a, where a is a small correlation length. Since the spatial arguments 

of the L?; cannot be separated, terms containing 0; cannot be factored and 

therefore give terms of lower N order than the other components of OtQ. 

Thus, to leading N order the nonlinear operators Ot and 0 behave linearly. 

Since the subtraction terms in Q, also give lower order terms, the leading order 

terms of OtQ, comes from (OtQ,)Q:P’, which obeys the same N order rules 

as Q,, and hence 

(O+Qt), = coietAt[l + O(g)] . (3.81) 
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Now the dissipative term of eq. (3.79) is 

I dr ([GL(T) O+Q,M9), > 
0 

which is bound above N order by 

a 

I d7 ([GA) 0'QJ.W)). . 

Noting that 

[I-P~(~)](BQ,)=BQ, - (BQ,>,- 2 @QIQ,),*K%ml*Qfi 
n=l 

=BQ,-(Be,),- (BQ~Q),*~'~'-'*QQ~+O $ (1 
= {[I - p',(t>P2Q, - @QA_ (3.82) 

and in general 

[I- pL(t)l(BQj) = {[I- gL(t>lB>Qj - (BQj)L + O($) 7 (3.83) 

which follow from the fact that 

I-1 

Q,=QjQ,-j- C 
n=max{Zj-l,l-2j) 

(QjQ,~jQn)L*K~L)~l*Q, 

= Q jQ I_j - lower order terms , (3.84) 

we see that for a general correlation function of densities B and D, 

({[l - ~&)lBQJW-,), = (I[1 - ~L(~>lB>~,~).<Qt-,Qt~,). 3 

({[l - ~&)lBQ,PQA_ = Ml - ~dW>~)dQ~Qt),_ > 

(W - ~dWQJ~Q~+l),- ({[l - %WW&MQtQ,). > (3.85) 

since ({[l - C?L(t)]B}Q)L = 0 by construction. Now 

rCr@) = W) + W) 7 

where Ou[(t) = I/I,(Z) ml(t) and R,(t) is given by 

(3.86) 
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R,(t) = [~-%(i)lr=~+l (O’Q,*9’“+2sc$+; ~;(Q,Q,>:~'r)4'"' 

+ fUQ,Q,):+"") 7 (3.87) 

with 0* = -L - 0: + R, and the prime on the sum over s indicates that r #s. 
As in the case of the Euler term, the operators Ot and 0 are linear in the 
leading order factorization of the dissipative term, and the N order of the 
dissipative term with the factor R,(t) can be evaluated symbolically as 

O(N)X (Q,_,(T) (Q::lQ;:2--)),+): ~(t+1)i,~(t+2,12...~~(~), 
P 

(3.88) 

since GL(r) = [l - PL(t)]G,(~) by construction. Thus, to leading order in M/N, 

([G,W O’QJW), = ([GL(T) O+QtlW)t[l + 0 ($)I . (3.89) 

Similarly, it can be shown that 

([G&) O+Q,lti(t)), = ([GL(T) O+QtlW))t [l + 0 (;)I T (3.90) 

by expanding the ( ), averages in terms of local equilibrium averages and 
analyzing the N orders of the various terms. Thus, to leading order in M/N, 

eq. (3.79) may be written as 

k(t) = (O+Q,), + j dT([G&) O+QtlW)h +o (+) . (3.91) 
0 

In order to make contact with earlier work [12-151, we rewrite eq. (3.79) in 
the form 

&) = ((O+Q,)Q),*K"'-'* e(f) 

+ dr ([O+GL(r)O+Ql]Q),*K”‘-l*Q(t) 
I 
0 

cc 

=9'(t) O+Q[(t) + 1 dX, W(t) j- dr P(t) O+G,(r) O+Q, , (3.92) 
0 
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using the fact that Q(t) = (QQ,) ,. S ince P(t) D = P?,(t) D, we can rewrite this 

expression as 

f(t) = 1 dX, W(0) e”+‘PL(t) OtQ, 

+ dX, W(0) eoTt 
I I 

d,r PL(t) O+G&) O+Q, 

(3.93) 

where Q,(t) = e”“Q,, 

e,<t>” = / dX W(0) eoitQt = Qt(t> 

and 

ii(t) = (((o+Q)Q)~ + j d7 ([@G,(7) O'QIQ),) *KcL)-l. 
0 

(3.94) 

For steady-state systems in which c#J”‘(~) = 4(l)“, we find that the Q basis set 
and the local equilibrium averages are independent of time so that PL(t) = Sp, 
and eq. (3.93) can be written as 

cc 

0 =e"'t~~OtQtss + 
I 

dr eor’8~OtGL(~) O’Q~” 

= i(o+g,)Q),*K:l)-‘* mss 

CC 

+ dr([O+GL(r)OtQ1]Q)L*K(L)-l*~ss 
I 

(3.95) 

where 

Eq. (3.95) has been obtained by other researchers [12,14] in their work on 
steady states. 
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The N-ordering analysis of eq. (3.93) is straightforward since the local 

equilibrium average cumulants of correlation functions involving the Q basis 

set follow the same N-ordering rules as equilibrium cumulants of functions of 

the Q’“’ basis set, where the Q’“’ basis set is obtained from the Q set by setting 

4”‘(t) = 0. Thus we find 

(3.96) 

The N-ordering analysis of e<t>” = (Q), p roceeds along similar lines of 

argument as the earlier analysis that lead to the conclusion (Q,) f = (Q,) ,, and 

reveals that 

e,,(t>‘> Q2m+,(t)"iNm > (3.97) 

and, for example, 

ep(t)‘= ez(t)“a,<t>” + O(N). 

Combining (3.96) and (3.97) and neglecting terms of order A4 = N(MIN) 

relative to order N terms, we obtain to order N 

qr,, t) = fi”l,,(r, 5 t) 9 

Qi, > rJ(f) = 2 2. ( rl,r2,f)+ ~22(r1,r2;R1,R2tt)* Q2(RlJR2)(t), 

Q3(;1,r?,r3)(t)=M?o(rl,r*,rl,t) 

+iii32(r,,r2,r3;R1,R2,t)* Q2(R1,R2)(t) 

+li;l,,(r,,r,,r,;R,,R,,R,,t)* Q3R,R2,R3)W 

++~~(rl,r2,r3;R1,R2,R3,R4,f)* Q4(RlTR2,R,,R,)*(t) 5 

where 

Q,(R,,R2,R3,Rd*(t)= Qz(R,,R,)(t)Q,(R,,R,)(t) 

+ Qz(&, RAt) Q,% U(t) + Q&l> &J(t) Q#G,R&) . (3.98) 

In the appendix we reexamine in detail these approximations in r space. It 

should be noted that 

aao aQz0” ~ -= 
at ~ =O+Q,W , at 
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since aQ,(t)lat is proportional to Q,(t) and e,<t>’ = 0. 
Since the nonlinear operator Or behaves linearly in the leading N order 

factorization of fi, k factors in the same way as the equilibrium hydrodynamic 
matrices M discussed in earlier work [6]. That is, if the spatial argument r, is 
removed from the other arguments ri in the matrix film, then it factors to 
leading N order as 

&kl, *. . ,r,;R1,. . * ,R,) 

= fi/-lm_l(rl, . . . ,rl-l, * R,, . . . R,_,) 6(r, - R,) Sorb, + corrections , 

(3.99) 

where R, is one of the ]m] spatial arguments of fi in the set m, and 

m-l= {b,(R,),...,b,_,(R,_,)}. (3.100) 

In Fourier space, the off-diagonal matrix Ml_lm_l is of leading N order N2-‘m’, 
whereas the correction terms are at least a factor of N lower in order. In 
particular, for G**(t) we find that to leading N order (when evaluated in 
Fourier space) 

&2@(rl), b(r2); c(R,), W,), t> = fi,,(a(r,); c(R1), t) %&+, -R2) 

+ ~,,(a(r,>; 4R2), t) %,a(r2 -R,) + @,,(b(r,); c@,), t> LJ(r, -R2) 

+ I,,@; d(R,), t> %,W, -R,) , (3.101) 

so to leading order in N 

Q2(40 b(r2), Q”= fi20Mrl>7 b(r2), 4 

+ I ml [fill(rl;R17 t)- Q2(Rlyr2, t)‘L 

+ I ml [Gll(r2,R1, t)- Q2(Rlyrl, Q”lba. (3.102) 

In systems in which the gradients of the thermodynamic forces 4”‘(t) are 
small, fi,,(rl ; R, , t) is strongly peaked around R, = rl , and we may simplify 
(3.102) to obtain 
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In wavevector space, eq. (3.103) is written as 

Q&(k), W’), 4’ = @,W), O’), t> 

+ I dr, exp(ik’*r,) [fir,@,)* Q,k,, k t>“]b, 

+ dr,exp(ik.r,)[ll;l,,(r,,t). Q,<r,,k’,t)“l,, . I 
(3.104) 

For a steady-stage system characterized by linear shear flow and uniform 

internal energy and number densities, we find that the transport and thermo- 

dynamic properties of the system are uniform and therefore eq. (3.104) may be 

written as 

0 = [ii;“, - Q,(k, k’, t>‘lab + [ii”,“, - Q,(k', k, t>‘lb, + fi;(a(k>, W’)) , 

(3.105) 

where ks”, is an operator in k space. Similarly, to order N only the leading 

orderofactorizations of G,,(t), kjX(t) and kX4(t) appear in the equation for 

Q,(r) ; these factorizations are 

J&*(t) = 4,(W,, + 0(1/N) , fi,&) = ~,,w** + 0(1/N ) 

ii,,(t) = kl*(t)l** + O(1 lN2) ) (3.106) 

where I,, and ZZ2 represent delta functions among the spatial arguments and 

the hydrodynamic indices of k(t). 

4. An alternative approach 

It is also possible to obtain eq. (3.95) starting from the generalized equation 

of motion for the set Q. If we define the basis set C to be the basis set Q with 
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the thermodynamic forces 4”‘(t) set equal to 4”‘(P), where t’ is some 

arbitrary time, so that 

C=(Q) +(‘)(r)=+(‘)(t’) 2 

then according to eq. (2.19) of section 2, the equation of motion for C 

averaged over the conditional distribution p” for the internal modes is given by 

(c(xtY l))i = tK&(0)i + o+(c(xt, ‘)>j ) (4.1) 

where 

K;(t) = -e W@W(l_ gyc 

and 

Since C is independent of the internal modes and a function only of the 

translational phase space X,, 

(1 - @)LC =v+$ .v,,c . 

Furthermore, since K;(t) = (1 - @)X&(t) by construction, (K,L(O)) = 0, and 

hence 

( c(xtY t>)i = o+(c(xt> l>)i > 

which implies that 

(4.2) 

(C(X,, t))i = e"+'C(Xt) (4.3) 

and 

(C(X,, t))i = O+ e"+'C(Xt) . (4.4) 

Henceforth, for notational simplicity, in subsequent equations we shall omit 

the ( ), brackets which denote the average of the internal degrees of freedom 

over the conditional distribution p” for the bath. 

Defining the time independent projection operator 9:’ by 

9;)B= (BC);)*X(‘)-‘*C ? 
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where K(I)= (CC)!‘) and (B):) represents the average of B over the local 

equilibrium distribution function (pi (t’), and using the well-known operator 

identity 

e(A+Wr = eAr + I d7 eA”-“~ e(A+B)~ , 

0 

we obtain [13] 

C(t) = K,(t) + A * C(t) ) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

where K,(t) and h are defined by 

K,(t) = exp[(l - 9~))O't] (I- P,!')>o+c , 

n;r = (((Ok)C);) + 1 d7 ([O%;)(7) O’C]C)!“j *K(‘)-’ . 

0 
(4.7) 

If we assume that the initial distribution function for the translational degrees 

of freedom W(0) is an analytic function of the hydrodynamic densities, 

then 

I dX, W(0) K,(t) = K,(t)’ = 0 

by construction. It should be emphasized that the notation B(t){’ denotes the 

nonequilibrium average of B(t) over the initial distribution function W(0). 
Thus, if we average (4.6) over the initial distribution function W(O), we obtain 

C(t)” = ia * c(t>” . 

If W(0) is the steady-state distribution W”“, then if c+“‘(f) = 

C = Q and &l = fi, which implies 

jTjSS*QosS=O, 

which is the result we derived in eq. (3.95) of section 3 

systems. 

Eq. (4.8) is deceptive in that it really does not depend 

(4.8) 

4 (I)” we obtain 

(4.9) 

for steady-state 

on the thermo- 
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dynamic forces +“‘(t’). To establish this fact, we take the functional derivative 
of (4.8) with respect to +(‘)(t’), and find that 

ot eo+t SC, O - sA2,, m scp ‘l’(t’) = ;, sp(t’) 
*mot- 2 ifi,* eott 

SC, O 
m=O &p(t’) . 

(4.10) 

Since 

84(;)(t,) ((BC):) *K(+‘) = (,$&) c);)*K(r)-l 
- (BC)IJ)*K(‘)-‘* s$T(t,) C)y*K(‘)-’ t 

and 

where \&I = (m( = (1(- 1, we find that 

and for (I( 2 1 

SC, (1) 

= s4(l)(tf) ‘i L ( > *K!.‘)-’ * &fin 
II 

- iZ;Jlm+l * K?Z+, 
s+(l)(f) c, > 

(1) 
*K(,‘)-’ 

L mm 5 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

where Ijl = jjl = III - 1 and Irn + 11 = Irnl + 1. Inserting (4.11), (4.12) and 
(4.13) into eq. (4.10) yields 

6 - 

tiqP(t’) ( o’qt)” - 2 fi&, * c,(‘>O > =o, 
m=O 

(4.14) 

so we see that in fact (4.8) is independent of 4,“‘(P) and must therefore hold 
for any choice of Cp”‘(t’). For example, selecting +“‘(t’) = 4”‘(t) yields 
C = Q, and eq. (4.8) is then 
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o’m” = ml0 fi,,@) * En0 > (4.15) 

which is just eq. (3.93) of the previous section. Furthermore, setting @‘l’(P) = 

4 (l)” yields eq. (3.95). If we set 4”‘(P) = 0 so that C = Q(O), where Q(O) is 

the multilinear basis set defined with respect to the equilibrium distribution 

function, we obtain the interesting equation 

OtQ;O’(t)o = m;. film(t) * Q:'(t)' . (4.16) 

Since (4.16) is just eq. (4.15) in disguise, we can use the fact that 

to write M,, in terms of the 4”‘(t) = 0 values of functional derivatives of fi(t), 

and obtain the result that for 1 = 1, 

ci(r,, t) =O+A(r,, t)” 

=2( ~“~l&, 2 t> 

*a(R,,t)...@,,t), (4.18) 
n =o n! Il;,, S(A(Ri)), 

where a@,, t) = (A(R,)) L - (A(R,)) . K avassalis and Oppenheim [13] obtained 

eq. (4.18) for ordinary fluid systems and showed that when the gradients of the 

thermodynamic forces are small, each derivative of fi,,(r,, t) with respect to 

a@,, t) is sharply peaked around Ri = rl, so that 

~“filo(rl, t> 
n! II;=, 6(A(Ri)), 

(4.19) 

They then showed that the time and space dependence of the pressure and 

transport coefficients which appear in fi,,(r,, t) arises due to their functional 

dependence on the nonequilibrium mass and internal energy densities. When 

the scale on which the thermodynamic forces vary is long compared to the 

correlation length of the system in equilibrium, the functional dependence of 

the nonequilibrium pressure and transport coefficients on the mass and energy 

densities is the same as that in equilibrium. 
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If we extend this analysis to the equation of motion for the bilinear variables, 
we find that for systems with small gradients 

p V" S”fi,,(r,, r2, t) 
fi20(r1’ r2’ ‘) = nso ( n!+&(R, t)” )+Cli(,)_~‘~(~’ t)” ’ 

@,,(r,, r, t) = (4.20) 

where R = i (rl + r2), and hence we conclude 

a@, , t) = ~,,(r,, t> , (4.21) 

Q2(4rl): b(r,), 9’ = (B- 
‘iba + fi2,Wl), Wr2), 4. 

(4.22) 

In eq. (4.22), the functional dependence of the nonequilibrium thermodynamic 
and transport coefficients which appear in k,,(t) and h(t) on the nonequilib- 
rium mass and internal energy densities is the same as that in equilibrium. For 
steady-state systems linearly displaced from equilibrium, we may write (4.22) 
to linear order in bC2) as 

(4.23) 

where i and j are summed over the hydrodynamic densities. In the next two 
sections, we shall analyze these equations more closely for specific systems. 

5. Granular flow hydrodynamics 

In this section we present the nonlinear hydrodynamic equations for the 
granular flow system and analyze the linearized form of these equations in 
various regimes reflecting the degree of inelasticity of each collision between 
granular particles. The solutions of the linear equations are contrasted with 
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those for ordinary hydrodynamic system in which the particles interact 

elastically. 

According to eq. (3.91), the time dependence of the nonequilibrium 

averages of the hydrodynamic densities is governed by the equation 

(5.1) 

where +bL(t) is defined by 

Off,@> = k,,(t) o;(t) 3 (5.2) 

and 

a@, 4 = (&))L - (A(r)) =$ (&,(r, t> 

In ordinary hydrodynamics, the time derivative of the hydrodynamic vari- 

ables which compose A are proportional to the gradients of the system and 

are therefore small for relatively uniform systems. For granular flow 

systems, however, the energy is not conserved and hence the time deriva- 

tive of the energy density has terms which are not proportional to a gra- 

dient and not necessarily small, even for uniform systems. Therefore, we 

shall restrict our attention to cases when the energy density is slowly vary- 

ing over the timescale TV. This assumption limits the magnitude of 7k in 

the system evolution operators 0, and 0,. To indicate this restriction, we 

will associate a factor of the small parameter A with each factor of Ye. 

Following the development of the ordinary hydrodynamic equations [ll], we 

introduce the fourth rank tensor O,(r, t) and the second rank tensor Oe(r, t) 

which are defined by 
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[ ‘e(r, t>] ij = i d7 
([GL(‘) (J,')il%(t) (JE+)j)H(r, t> 

V 
0 

where 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

In eq. (5.3), KB is Boltzmann’s constant and [(r, t), q(r, t) and K(r, t) are, 

respectively, the bulk viscosity, the shear viscosity and the thermal conductivity 
of a homogeneous system with number density n(r, t) and internal energy 
density e+(r, t). Evaluating eq. (5.1) explicitly up to second order in A and 
gradients of the system, yields [9] 

ri(r, t) = -V, * [n(r, t) u(r, t)] , (5.5) 

[e+(r, t) + $A2(r, t) n(r, t)] = -V; {u(r, t) [h+(r, t) + $mn(r, t) u’(r, t)]} 

+ V, * [K(r, 9 V,T(r, 91 + V, * {v(r, t) Mr, t> - +dr, t)]V, . u(r, t)} 

+ VJQr, t)v(r, t) V,,vj(r, 2) + q(r, t)v(r, t) Vrjui(r, f)] 

+ AV; {u(r, t) @,(r, 4 [P - P(r, 01) + A[@,(r, f) P(r,t)Vr.u(r, t)] 

4k t> P 
+AZA2(r,t)[P-/3(r,t)]--h-y-- -- 

( P(r, 4 ’ > ’ 

[mu@, f) n(r, t)] = -VrPh(r, t) -V, - [n(r, t) mu(r, t) u(r, t)] 

+ V,{Mr, 4 - +dr, t)lv,. u(r, t)> + Qdr, 4 Y,u(c 91 

+ Vrz[rl(r, t) V,q(r, t)l + AV,@,(r, t) W - P(r, 41 y 

(5.6) 

where 
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m 

VO,(r, t) = 
i 

d-r (~+~(r) Yd)& t) , 
0 

V@k, t) = j” d7 (Xd(7) r+d)H(r, t) , 

VA,@, f> = j- dr (X"(r) Yd),(r, t) , 
0 

(5.7) 

i and j are summed from 1 to 3 and for an arbitrary dynamical variable B, 

Bd(7) is defined by Bd(r) = G,(r) B. T o obtain eq. (5.6), we have used the 

facts that 

where P,(r, t) is the hydrostatic pressure, (JG )u(r, t) = 0, and h+(r, t) = 

e+(r, t) + Ph(r, t) is the internal enthalpy density. Note that unlike ordinary 

hydrodynamics in which &(r, t) is proportional to a gradient, d(r, t) has a term 

which exists for uniform systems, and reflects the fact that energy flows out of 

the system. 

If A”* is on the order of the gradients of the system, the momentum density 

equation for the granular flow system is identical to the ordinary momentum 

density equation to second order in the gradients of the system, and the energy 

density equation contains only the additional term 

'('j ‘k+, 7;k)HCrj ‘> - 
WlV ! /3 -_ 

P(r, t> l 1 ’ 

which accounts for the unidirectional flow of energy from the translational 

degrees of freedom in the granular flow system into the granular particle 

internal modes when T(r, t) > T. 
If we define the linear deviations of the hydrodynamic variables to be 

Sn(r, t) = n(r, t) - no ) Su(r, t) = u(r, t) - uo = u(r, t) ) 

Se(r, t) = e+(r, t) - ei , 

where no and el are the equilibrium number and the internal 

respectively, then to linear order in the deviations we obtain 

(5.8) 

energy densities 
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mno Su(r, t) = -aV, Sn(r, t) - bV, Se@, t) + (5 + +v)VrVr * 6u(r, t) 

+ 7p2 6u(r, t) ) 
. 

v, - v, Sn(r, t) 

V, .V, Se@, t) - f Sn(r, t) - g Se@, t) , (5.9) 

where 

and 

dP 
x,= an,+’ i 1 C3P 

x,= de+ n’ ( 1 
(5.10) 

These equations may be written in Fourier space as 

&(k, t) = in,k 6u,(k, t) , 

$e(k, t) = ick 6u,(k, t) - [ K($),+k’ +f] %k t) 

-[K(-$)nk2+g]&@>f), 

iu,(k, t) = $ 6n(k, t) + 2 ae(k,f)-(C+;v)$ au,(k, f) > 

0 0 0 

iu,(k,t)=---$ k2 tiu,(k, t) = - vk2 6u,(k, t) , (5.11) 
0 

where we have defined the longitudinal and transverse velocities by 

6u,(k, t) = k - 6u(k, t) , 6u,(k, t) = ii A 6u(k, t) . (5.12) 

Note that the linearized equation of motion for the transverse velocity 6u,(r, t) 

is uncoupled from the other hydrodynamic densities and is identical to that 
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obtained for ordinary hydrodynamic systems. From eq. (5. ll), we conclude 

that 

Su,(k, t) = exp(--k’t) 6u,(k) . (5.13) 

If we set A to zero in eq. (5. ll), the ordinary hydrodynamic equations are 

obtained. The eigenmodes or hydrodynamic modes of this system of equations 

are given to lowest order in k by 

T(k) = Se(k) -$-&z(k) , S’(k) = 2 h(k) + 2 Se(k) + m &u,(k) , 

S-(k) = 2 h(k) + 5 &e(k) - m h,(k) , (5.14) 

where cO is the zero frequency adiabatic sound velocity defined by 

The time dependence of the hydrodynamic modes is given by 

T(k, t) = exp(-&.k*t) T(k) , 

S’(k, t) = exp[(ic,k - Il,k*)t] S+(k) , 

Y(k, t) = exp[(-ic,k - &k*)t] K(k) , 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

where the sound attenuation and thermal diffusivity coefficients are 

p~[A”(~).,+~-r*]) 

r, =$[x$$)., - xe($),+] ? (5.17) 

The general eigenvalues of (5.11) are given by complicated expressions 

involving cube roots and suggest nonanalytic k and A behavior from which it is 

difficult to gain any insight, particularly since there are new transport co- 

efficients involved, and are given elsewhere [9]. We therefore consider the 

limiting case in which h - k*. 
When A - k2 we find that the hydrodynamic modes are unchanged from the 
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A = 0 case given in eq. (5.14) to lowest order in k. Furthermore, the real part 
of the hydrodynamic roots are shifted from r, to i?k and from rs to &, where 

(5.18) 

6. Steady states 

There exists a steady state for the granular flow system in which 

u(r, t) = by& , (6.1) 

where b is small and the pressure P,, (or internal energy density e’) and 
density n are independent of position. In this steady state, all the thermo- 
dynamic and transport coefficients are independent of r, and the steady-state 
form of the nonlinear energy equation yields the condition 

(6.2) 

where T, and T are the nonequilibrium and equilibrium temperature of the 
system respectively, and the granular flow transport coefficients A, and A2 are 
given by 

cc 
r 

VA, = dr(Xd(r)Y)&) , 
J 

0 

where 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

The steady-state form of eq. (4.23) to linear order in c&(‘) is 
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zc - 
eQSt) 
--O= (O+Q,);+ 

at 

+ GLGL)i)H(t) i 

&i(t) 

W?‘(t) 

where all correlation functions are 

((W+Q,)W &KY 

+ s;:;;t) (~~(~~),)n(t))“~j:‘“’ 3 (6.5) 
I 

evaluated in the steady-state local equilib- 

rium ensemble, which in the case of Couette flow, is characterized by 

&?‘” = - +Pnb2y2+Pn/+r-P~ > (b(E1)SS=P-Pw 

c#$‘“” = &by;, . (6.6) 

We are interested in solving eq. (6.5) for the generalized forces +(2) in the 

regime where b is small. When b is small and e+ and y1 are uniform, rj may be 

linearized and the linear granular flow hydrodynamic equations analyzed in 

section 5 are obtained. Therefore, in the regime where b is small, the simplest 

way to proceed to solve for the +(2) is to define the basis set A to be composed 

of the eigenmodes of the linearized equation for 4. For granular flow systems 

in which the small parameter A characterizing the rate of energy loss into the 

internal modes of the granular particles is on the order of the magnitude of the 

gradients of the system squared (A-k’), we found in section 5 that the 

hydrodynamic modes to leading order in k are 

T(k) = g+(k) -$ R(k), 

S+(k)=~fi(k)+~fi+(k)+d+-‘+(k), 

S-(k)=$$$(k)+ti+(k)-h+(k), 

qi(k) = [k A P’(k)], 3 (6.7) 

where cc, is the zero frequency adiabatic sound velocity defined by 

+x” i Xh’ 
m mn, . 

These modes have the corresponding eigenvalues 

S’(k)-+ ic,k - fsk2 , S-(k)--; -ic,k - Fsk2, 

T(k)+ -fTk2 , qi(k)+ -vk2 , 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 
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where i = 1, 2, 

(6.10) 

n is the shear viscosity and r, and rs are the hydrodynamic thermal and sound 

attenuation coefficients respectively. 

The leading order contribution to +(2) in the small parameters b and k s=- A 

comes from the Euler term (O’Q,): since &(t) has additional small 

parameters associated with it. If we define the set A to be composed of S+ , S- , 

T and qi, for 

Q,(:k + q,+k - q) = &(q + $c) &(q - ;k)* 

- @,(q+:k)&(q-:k)*),_ 

- <&(q++k)&(q-~k)*~L(k)*),X’,~‘-‘~iiL(k), 

we obtain to leading order in the small parameters (0 ‘QTqi) L = 0, and 

(O+Qs+s+)L=-$+~+u +-1 =(O+Q,-,-),, ( 1 
(O+Q,+,-), = $-S-cj+g +- 1 = (O+Q,-s+)L, ( 1 
(@Q,,), =d (+- 1) > 
(O’Q~~+),=e(~-l)=(O’Q~~~)~, 

(O’Q~i~,).=-~~(6~S~~)A~+(~-i~lf(~-1), 

(O+Q,+,,), = -(i*s A 4) A i , (6.11) 

where S is the shear tensor 
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Sij+($+s) 
I I 

and a, g, d, e and f are thermodynamic functions of the system given by 

where VA, = ( Cj Ckfj r,,), and s”- SIN is the entropy per particle. To 
evaluate eq. (6.11), we have used the facts that 

ae h+ (4 =- aa s no ’ (6.13) 

where I& = x,,fi + x,.8? and T = k - (h+ /no)&‘. We have also used the identity 
for arbitrary vectors x, y and z, 

x A ( y A z) = (x - Z)Y - (x * Y>Z 7 (6.14) 

which allows us to write 

P=ij(tj’P)+cjA(ijAP). (6.15) 
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Using eq. (6.11), we can now solve (6.5) for eC2) to leading order in the small 

parameters, k and 4, to obtain 4pJt = 0 and 

4 y&+(k, q) = 
a 

4(mn,K,TH)2fl.sq2 

+ ‘,&(k, q) = - i(i’s “) 
4mwG &co q 

+ 7-l ( TH ) 4(mn,K,;H)2c q 
0 

cc 

d$i+(k, q) = (+ - 1) 4CpTH~KB~H~2mn c q = - d’,(T2S)-(k 4) ) 

0 0 

+:F’(k, 4) = 

-ciA(hSAGbG+ TH 1 

( ) 

fV - ii) 
mnoKBTHvq2 T 2(mnoKB T,)2uq2 ’ 

@~Jk, 4) = 
i(fj.SAtj)Alj 

2mnoK, T,coq 
= 4$?,@, 4) > 

We define xAA by 

(6.16) 

XAA = Qz(A(q + ik)A(q - +k)*) 

= &(q+;k)&(q-$k)* - (&(q++k)ii,(q-+k)*)L. 

Since all thermodynamic and transport coefficients are independent of Y, we 

may write xAA as 

xAA(k 4) =$F I dReik’R(~L~L)H(R> <aLaL)H(R):@(2)(R, q) + O(M) 

= (‘L’L)H (ALAL)H :j,@)(l_k + q lk _ q) 

V V 2 ’ 2 
(6.17) 

Using the definitions of the eigenmodes and simple thermodynamic relations, 

we immediately obtain from eqs. (6.16) and (6.17) the final results 
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XJ+~+ = mn,K,T, 

+ +-1 c 1 f0 - ii) 
2(mn&TH)w2 1 (6.18) 

and 

i(mn,k,T,)2 2(4-S A ij) A tj+ (ij.S-+j 
xNP+ = 

m& 
2mn,k, TH 

2(mnofBT,,)‘] ‘z (%-l) & ($)p ’ 

imn,hC(k,T,)2 2(4-S A ij) A 4-t (C.S-ij)i 
XE+P+ = 

m4q 
2mn,k, TH 

2(mnofBTH)2]t(-%-1)z’ 
(6.19) 

Thus we may conclude that even tensored equal-time correlations in granular 

flow systems have a nonanalytic, l/q2 dependence on the relative wavevector q 

which implies the correlations are relatively long-ranged. It should be noted, 

however, that the generalized thermodynamic forces 4’*‘(R, r12) decay alge- 
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braically with respect to the relative spatial variable ri2, and hence our initial 
assumption that @‘*‘(R, rrz) decays to zero for ]r,,l large is consistent with the 
result we obtained. Note that when T, = T, the results for xAA reduce to those 
given elsewhere [12,15] for ordinary hydrodynamic systems in which there is no 
energy flow into internal modes. The steady-state condition for the linear 
variable requires that 

hmK, T,A, >I 4 ’ 

(6.20) 

which allows us to relate the temperature difference T, - T to parameters of 
the system. It is also interesting to note that the granular flow equal-time 
correlations depend on the thermal damping coefficient FJ as well as Fs. 
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Appendix A 

A. 1. Local equilibrium factorizations 

In this subsection, we show that the dependence of the local equilibrium 
cumulants on the center of mass coordinate does not significantly alter the 
N-ordering analysis of local equilibrium correlation functions even though the 
center of mass dependence does imply that each local equilibrium cumulant is 
not accompanied by a wavevector equality, unlike equilibrium cumulants. For 
example, the expression 

( C?Ak k’) QAc q’)*) L * +(2)Gz, 4’3 t) (A-1) 

can be written in terms of a factored and an unfactored part. The factored part 
has terms which look like 
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x 
I 

dr, dr, exp(iq * r, + iq’ * r2) 4(21(r,, r2, t) 

=-$ 
I 

dRdrexp[i(k+k’)*R] (aLAL)&,t) 

x (&&)“(R t) +,‘2’(& r, t) 

-+3-N, 

whereas the unfactored part looks like 

+TE (P?Q2)n(k+k'-q-q~If)ldRdr 
q.q’ 

X exp[i(q + q’) *It] exp[+i(q - q’) *r] +‘2’(R, r, t) 

-+/ dR dr exp[i(k + k’) *RI (Q,Q,),@, t) $“‘(R, r, t) 
4 s’ 

-M. 

Thus we see that even though the factorizations are not accompanied by 

wavevector equalities, the N orders are identical to the leading order @‘2’(t) 

terms, which involve only equilibrium correlation functions. Similarly, we find 

that 

+,T z (&W Q,<i, i’)*Q,(L U*)L: +‘2’(i, i’, t> 4’*‘(L 1’7 t> 64.2) 
0 ,’ 

is approximately 

ik.R 

:*(*)(R, r, t) +(*‘(R, r’, t) 

-$(K,E)‘E’-N(X) =M, (A.3) 

as was observed in eq. (3.31) of the main text. In general, it is found that the 

additional sums present in the factorization of local equilibrium correlation 
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functions which do not exist in equilibrium correlations due to translational 
invariance do not change the overall N orders. 

A .2. Position space factoritations 

In this subsection, we analyze the approximation scheme used in section 3 by 
examining correlations in position space rather than wavevector space. Due to 
the short-ranged nature of the local equilibrium distribution function, we 
expect that for rr2 = Ir,,l larger th an a short correlation length a, the 

correlation function ( Q2( r r ) Q,(r,, r,)) L factors such that r, 2 

The correlation function 

(A.41 

vanishes if (rl - r,l > a, where a represents the local equilibrium correlation 
length which we anticipate to be on the order of angstroms and smaller than 5, 
the range of the relative arguments of the generalized thermodynamic forces 
4(t). Thus, each average like (A.4), which vanishes when its spatial arguments 
are separated, is approximately proportional to the function 1 - H( Ir, - r,l 

- a), where the Heaviside function H(r) is defined by 

(A.9 

Since 

vanishes if the separation between any two of the ri exceeds a, we expect that 
(Q,Q,) rf is proportional to 

[l - Wh - r,l - a)l[l - Wlr, - rll - a)l[l - Wlr, - rll - a)1 . 

Since the matrix s2,(t) can be written as 
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n;r,,(rt,r,;Rt,R,,t)=~;l,,(r,;R,,t)6(r,-R,)+n;l,,(r,;R,,t)6(r,-R,) 
+ G,,(r,;R,, 0 W, -&I+ ~,,(r2;Rz,t)G-, -RI) 

+ ~~~f(rl, rZ;R,,R2, t> , 

we see that the term 

in the equation for Q2(R,, R,, t)’ has terms like 

(A.7) 

Now, since &,,(r,; R,, t) is proportional to 1 - N((r, - R,I -a) and fiylf(t) is 

proportional to 

[1 -H(IR, -r,l -a>l[l -WlR,-r,l -alILl -Wk2-r21 -a>l) 

we see that 

whereas eq. (A.8) gives no contribution when r12 > a. Since we are interested 

only in the large distance (rr2 > a or small 4) behavior of the equal-time 

correlations we may neglect (A.8). This argument can be generalized to show 

that I?,,(t) * e,(t>” does not contribute to the dynamics of e,?(t>” for (ml 2 3 

when r12 s a, since even if G,,(t) is factored into Gl,_,(t) at least two of the 

arguments of m0 are closely grouped within a distance a of one another. 

Such terms involve nonhydrodynamic equal-time correlations. From these 

arguments, we finally obtain eq. (3.103) of section 3. 
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